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Galerie VIVID at Design Miami 2012

For Design Miami 2012, Galerie VIVID is proud to present new contemporary designs alongside several iconic pieces
by Gerrit Rietveld, the great Dutch furniture designer and architect. A highlight of the exhibition will be an unused
Rietveld Red Blue chair executed by Gerard A. van Groenekan. This chair was ordered by an American architect in
1965 but never made it to America and was put in storage. Almost fifty years later, the chair along with the original

shipping crate will arrive in the United States and be on display.
Galerie VIVID will debut an edition of four Bent Wood Tables by British artist, designer Richard Woods and Sebastian Wrong.
The colorful hand-painted low tables form together an installation that crosses boundaries between design and art.
Three new unique vases by Glithero (Sarah van Gameren and Tim Simpson) will VIVID present in Miami. As a follow-up to
their famous Blueware Vases Glithero developed 'Silverware', a photographic technique that captures direct impressions
of seaweed specimen on porcelain. The resulting images resemble abstract art from the 1950's on surfaces that echo

Wedgewood's black and white Portland vase.
Also on display will be the bronze Recession Chair by Frank Tjepkema (Tjep.) and new Masks by Bertjan Pot



Gerrit Th. Rietveld





Gerrit Th. Rietveld
 

For Design Miami 2012, Galerie VIVID is proud to present new contemporary designs alongside several iconic pieces
 by Gerrit Rietveld, the great Dutch furniture designer and architect. A highlight of the exhibition will be an unused Rietveld 
Red Blue chair executed by Gerard A. van Groenekan. This chair was ordered by an American architect in 1965 
but never made it to America and was put in storage. Almost fifty years later, the chair along with the original shipping 

crate will arrive in the United States and be on display.
Another highlight is a ZigZag Table and six ZigZag chairs that were a gift of Bep Rietveld, the eldest child of 
Gerrit Rietveld, to her son when he went abroad. The ‘buizen lamp’ above this table belonged to Bep Rietveld.



Gerrit Th. Rietveld
unused Red Blue chair, original transport crate, 1965
executed by G.A. van den Groenekan
 



Gerrit Th. Rietveld
Piano Chair c. 1923
aquired in the 20's by the painter W. van Leusden 



Gerrit Th. Rietveld
ZigZag Chair, Metz & Co, 1935 - 1950
red-stained elm, brass screws
 





Provenance
 

Red Blue chair with crate 
Amsterdam, October 5, 2011. The undersigned hereby certifies that the architect H. T. has purchased, in the early 60's, from Gerrit Rietveld 
different Rietveld Furniture that was manufactured by GA van den Groenekan, who was responsible for the construction of most Rietveld's furniture. 
This red / blue chair, originally intended for an American architect, I purchased in 1965. G. A. of Groenekan made especially for the shipment 
of the chair to America a crate . The sale was eventually canceled, that's why I have purchased this chair. Since I already had a red / blue chair 
in my possession, this chair was always preserved in this crate until its sale in October 2011. The chair is "as new" and never been used.

ZigZag tables with ZigZag chairs and hanging lamp
History: This historical perspective concerns 6 Zigzag chairs, 2 zigzag tables and a 3-tubes light designed by Gerrit T.Rietveld, resp. in the 
periods 1932-34 and 1922. The furniture has been build in approx.. 1960 by Rietveld’s carpenter Gerard van den Groenenkan in de Bilt (NL) 
as a present to Alphonso Johannes Seyler (Fons), son of Guus Seyler and Elisabeth (Bep) Rietveld – daughter of Gerrit T. Rietveld. 

Fons and his Gerda Seyler-Rijkeboer left for Aurba to manage a cultural (music) centre, Cas di Cultura on Aruba.
Zigzag chairs: These 6 zigzag chairs have been build as one group and have been ordered around 1960 together with the 2 tables 
and have been build by Van den Groenenkan. Gerrit T. Rietveld wanted to build (1932) a chair out of 1 standard size plate and still 
be viewed as one line in the space. Rietveld considered the design a “construction joke”. Later the chair was considered the purest 
synthesis of shape, function and construction in Rietveld’s line of designs. The final shape, the classical shape we all know, is a result of 

numerous experiments in techniques and materials.
Zigzag tables: Table 1 is in full wood and (180x80 cm - 72x32 inch) Table 2 is also full wood (200x80 cm – 80x32 inch) but has been covered 
with “formica” as an experiment to protect the table against the tropical climate of the Dutch Antilles. There was, after >10 years tropics, 
little difference. The furniture returned, with the Family Seyler, in 1971 to the Netherlands and has always served as family furniture, as intended 

by Gerrit T. Rietveld. It has hence been always in the possession of Fons Seyler, grandson of Gerrit T. Rietveld.
Three-tube Rietveld Light: The hanging-lamp has 3 tubular-light bulbs which are locked at both sides by black wooden square blocks. The 
electricity is fed by copper beams protected by transparent tubes. The open structure and the independency of the vertical and horizontal 
tubes create a similar composition as the typical furniture of Rietveld. The stucture hangs from a square wooden black surface that hangs 
from the ceiling. The first tube is vertical, the second horizontal at approx. one third of the first tube, the third tube is also horizontal but in 
right-angle with the second and at two-third of the first tube. This lamp is in the Family Seyler since Bep Rietveld passed away and is on the market 
now because Fons Seyler and his wife passed away recently (resp.2010 and 2011) and the furniture should be used and not put is stock somewhere. 
The furniture has been assessed, valuated and acquired by Frans Leidelmeijer in Amsterdam in the original house in Malden – the Netherlands.



Richard Woods & Sebastian Wrong



Bent Wood Tables by Richard Woods and Sebastian Wrong
 

Inspired by the process of steam bending wood, the beach rings, produced in Udine in northern Italy, where 
generations of skilled craftsmen still use the crude and basic processes of timber manipulation using 
steam and compression forcing the raw material to curl, making a very unnatural 'animated' form. We wanted 
to use these curled wooden blanks.......normally never seen outside the workshop environment.....in their pre-
machined state to remain as they are and serve as raw structures for stacking and printing. 'We stacked the 
rings, like used tyres from a car breakers yard, and Richard printed his wood grain pattern onto the surface '.

 
Artist Richard Woods is a graduate of The Slade School of Fine Art. His well-documented work crosses 
boundaries between art, architecture and design and is most often made up of exaggerated, garish representations
of traditional British architectural and interior motifs like wooden flooring, chintz wallpapers, crazy paving or red bricks. 
These ‘logos of reality’ are created using traditional woodblock techniques and then applied to walls as a 
second skin covering interior floors, walls and recently an entire residential building in upstate New York. 
In these instances, Woods’s art expresses an extreme version of Englishness by taking over a space and 
saturating it with iconography. Woods continues to win prestigious commissions and exhibits around the world.

 
Sebastian Wrong studied sculpture at Norwich School of Art before forming his own manufacturing company 
in 1996 and later co-created the The Lane design brand that ran for four years. He designed the Spun Light 
in 2002 (now produced by Flos) and was a co founder and design director of Established & Sons and 
taught 'Product Design' at the RCA from 2010 to 2012. He now runs the Wrong Shop in London.
Woods's art together with Wrong’s extensive knowledge of manufacturing processes and materials, 
as well as his passion for fabrication, are the main components of these Bent Wood Tables.

 Galerie VIVID Edition of 8 + 2 A.P. in four colour options and two size options, Printed birch wood 
and colored glass, 73 x 73 x 54 cm; 28.7 x 28.7 x 21.3 inch / 51 x 51 x 65 cm; 25.6 x 25.6 x 21.3 inch



Richard Woods & Sebastian Wrong
Bent Wood Table, 2012
VIVID Edition of 8 + 2 A.P., Printed birch wood and colored glass
73 x 73 x 54 cm; 28.7 x 28.7 x 21.3 inch 



Richard Woods & Sebastian Wrong
Bent Wood Table, 2012
VIVID Edition of 8 + 2 A.P., Printed birch wood and colored glass
51 x 51 x 54 cm; 20.8 x 20.8 x 21.3 inch



Richard Woods & Sebastian Wrong
Bent Wood Table, 2012
VIVID Edition of 8 + 2 A.P., Printed birch wood and colored glass
73 x 73 x 54 cm; 28.7 x 28.7 x 21.3 inch 



Richard Woods & Sebastian Wrong
Bent Wood Table, 2012
VIVID Edition of 8 + 2 A.P., Printed birch wood and colored glass
51 x 51 x 54 cm; 20.8 x 20.8 x 21.3 inch



Bent Wood Tables at Richard Woods Studio



Bent Wood Tables at Richard Woods Studio
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Silverware, Glithero

Three new unique vases by Glithero (Sarah van Gameren and Tim Simpson) will VIVID present in Miami.
As a follow-up to their famous Blueware Vases Glithero developed 'Silverware', a photographic technique
that captures direct impressions of seaweed specimen on porcelain. The resulting images resemble
American abstract art from the 1950's on surfaces that echo Wedgewood's black and white Portland vase.

Hand turned porcelain vases are enriched by undergoing a delicate photographic process. Using seaweed foraged
from the English channel, the specimens are carefully prepared and then graphically configured upon the surface
of the photo-sensitive porcelain. The black and white toned image is created by exposing the prepared vase
to a spectrum of light that develops the silver salts in the vase creating a permanent photogram. The lasting
image reveals the detailed fabric and delicacy of each specimen in contrast with a background of deep satin black.



Glithero
Silverware Vase, 2012
Hand turned porcelain, unique
37 x 37 x 50 cm; 14.6 x 14.6 x 19.7 inch
photo: Petr Krejci 



Glithero
Silverware Vase, 2012
Hand turned porcelain, unique
40 x 40 x 36 cm; 15.7 x 15.7 x 14.2 inch
photo: Petr Krejci 



Glithero
Silverware Vase, 2012
Hand turned porcelain, unique
26 x 26 x 58 cm; 10.2 x 10.2 x 22.8 inch
photo: Petr Krejci 



Glithero
Silverware Vase, 2012
detail
photo: Petr Krejci 



Frank Tjepkema



Frank Tjepkema
Recession Chair, 2012
bronze, edition of 8 + 2 AP
45 x 45 x 85 cm; 17.7 x 17.7 x 33.5 inch



Frank Tjepkema
Recession Chair, 2012
bronze, edition of 8 + 2 AP
45 x 45 x 85 cm; 17.7 x 17.7 x 33.5 inch
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Bertjan Pot
Mask, 2012



Bertjan Pot
Mask, 2012
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December 4 - 9, 2012
Galerie VIVID

booth #G23
designmiami.com



Galerie VIVID, established in 1999 by Saskia Copper and Aad Krol, was one of the first 
galleries to exhibit contemporary design in the context of both design and art

Galerie VIVID
Red Apple building

Scheepmakershaven 17
3011VA Rotterdam
+31 10 413 63 21 

info@galerievivid.com
galerievivid.com

© 2012
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